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Abstract - This paper is  about different classes 

of student behavior in class. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Often we see that the children sitting in the 

classroom are never the same, every child is 

different from the other. These differences can be 

of many kinds, such as physical, mental, caste, 

race, religion, social, cultural and gender. There 

can be many reasons for these differences like no 

two people are the same in God's creation, every 

person is different. Therefore, it is natural to have 

student biodiversity in the classroom. It is no less 

of a challenge for a teacher to teach a same subject 

content to different students in his class in such a 

way that every person can develop holistically. If 

we talk about the importance of diversity them it is 

important to have diversity among the students 

because if all the teacher awareness of student 

diversity. Diversity competency is the ability to use 

awareness of differences, knowledge and 

understanding of differences and facilitation skills 

to leverage differences to benefit people and 

organization. Teachers need this competency of 

commitment, dedication, loving - kindness, 

acceptance, persistence, responsibility and 

accountability to affectively facilitate productive 

diversity in the classroom. The school system 

should provide teachers with the adequate 

incentives and support to acquire and apply the 

necessary competence to make classroom diversity 

work. Only if we think in each other's place can we 

reduce racial and class prejudice and give birth to a 

sense of nationalism. We must take care of 

everyone's feelings. It is important for every person 

to have knowledge of motivation diversity as well 

as human factor ability. Thus in the end we can say 

that student diversity in the classroom can be led to 

successful results only if both the teacher and the 

student are well aware of the diversity and the 

teacher fulfills his/her responsibilities to promote 

with full competence and determination. 

Conclusion 

With the advancement of connectivity and modern 

amenities, students come to the classroom 

with different backgrounds, sets of experiences, 

cultural contexts, and world views. A diverse 

student population results in providing a common 

platform to people of various ethnicities. 
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